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INTRODUCTION 

Halfway between Denver and Colorado Springs, the town of 
Castle Rock has approximately 50,000 residents and many great 
amenities but often sees delays in getting new technologies 
services compared to the metro areas. 

Following the lead of other public safety agencies, the Castle 
Rock police department invested heavily in field applications and 
laptops in order to check identities, run license plates, and send 
reports to headquarters. Ultimately, the police chief wanted to 
make the community safer by increasing officer visibility on the 
streets. Everyone expected that response time to crimes would 

improve since officers would be able to file reports from their vehicles instead of having to make the trip 
to headquarters. But as soon as the new software and laptops were installed, officers started complaining 
about the applications failing, running slow and crashing. First, the application vendors were asked to fix 
their software. But troubleshooting proved the apps worked fine when the wireless connection was 
strong.	   

Castle Rock contacted their wireless service provider with the hope of gaining insight into the problem. 
Unfortunately, the carrier was unable to clearly identify the poor service areas and, consequently, didn’t 
offer to improve service.  

Keeping officers in the community was a great goal but it became unfeasible due to mobile network 
connectivity problems. The issue came to a head in 2010 during a high-stakes hostage situation in a 
residential neighborhood. Poor mobile network connectivity caused difficulties for key officers and put 
negotiations at risk. In fact, as a result, the police chief had to leave the scene to communicate with 
headquarters and the media.  

The town’s chief technology officer (CTO) realized he needed a thorough map of mobile wireless 
services in his town and a clear understanding of which carrier was best for the police laptops. Everyone 
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had an opinion on which carrier provided the best service in the area, but he needed an automated and 
unbiased solution to accurately measure performance.  

Soon thereafter, the CTO was introduced to Mobile Pulse, a company specializing in mobile network 
performance analytics. Because the solution was affordable and didn’t interfere with officers’ daily work, 
the police chief fully supported the project.  

THE MOBILE PULSE PROJECT 

The goals of the project were straightforward: 
identify areas where public safety workers, 
particularly police and fire, were experiencing 
insufficient data connectivity and determine 
which carrier provided the best and most reliable 
connectivity throughout the town. Once sufficient 
data was collected about the performance and 
availability of local mobile networks, the town 
would discuss how to improve the networks with 
all carriers and then contract with the carrier best 
able to serve the town.  

OPERATIONAL DETAILS 

In order to capture results from all carriers, the 
town obtained testing devices from each. Running the Mobile Pulse automated testing software on 
laptops and smartphones in the patrol cars as they made their rounds resulted in tens of thousands of 
test results in less than one month. Logging into the Mobile Pulse dashboard, the town could generate 
detailed reports and maps of carrier performance and availability. For the first time, the CTO possessed 
fact-based reports to make operational decisions. 

RESULTS 

Using the Mobile Pulse wireless analysis dashboard, the results were clear. Castle Rock’s incumbent 
provider performed poorly compared to all other carriers—in some areas performing only at 50% of the 
speed of other carriers. Castle Rock brought this to the carrier’s attention, and it became obvious that the 
town had better knowledge about the local network than the carrier did. In the very first meeting, the 
incumbent provider offered the town a discount on their annual mobile data plan. Further, the carrier 
agreed to make network infrastructure improvements in several poor-performing areas.  

In a matter of weeks, Castle Rock was paying less money for better service.  

The benefits of Mobile Pulse did not stop there. A customized quality-of-service map highlighted troubled 
areas so government workers could be aware of areas with the potential for poor or unreliable service. 
Police laptops and devices that perform data-hungry tasks now have the most reliable and fastest 
connections available.  
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CONCLUSION 

Without a doubt, Castle Rock is a safer community now that officers can work in the field for longer 
periods of time. After only a few months, Castle Rock was able to gain actionable insight into the 
performance and reliability of cellular networks. Leveraging comprehensive and verifiable data, they were 
able to receive a substantial discount on their wireless plan. Comparison tools allowed town officials to 
develop a plan for efficiently managing their cellular spend 
and limit the use of costly secondary carriers. Going forward, 
Castle Rock can leverage data for efficient reevaluation of 
vendors and wireless performance.  

Mobile Pulse data is making RFPs, wireless lifecycle 
management and device decisions easy and affordable. With 
ongoing vendor involvement, the outcomes are truly win-win. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

You can’t manage what you can’t measure.  

 Mobility is here to stay, and governments and organizations are spending billions on mobile 
service. Gartner’s 2013 Worldwide IT Spending Forecast estimates that by 2016 mobile data 
services will account for one-third of all telecom expenditures. Organizations need to manage 
these costs, and mobile network performance measurement is a good place to start. Mobile 
Pulse provides the tools necessary to gain insights into your mobile network that help manage 
every stage of the wireless lifecycle. 

Carriers create coverage maps to promote their services. 

 Often, these maps are high-level estimates of tower ranges. Generally, such maps are poor 
proxies for actual user experience on a network. With detailed end-user performance maps, 
governments see granular information about coverage, speed and network type. The information 
has proven value in RFP decisions, vendor contracts, troubleshooting and civic planning. 

Unbiased performance results let you take meaningful action. 

 This is especially true when measuring mobile networks. Organizations should consider 
collecting data from different devices on different carriers over time in order to make informed 
decisions. 

Improving quality of service, while decreasing reoccurring monthly charges, is a win-win. 

 The Town of Castle Rock negotiated a monthly discount and promises from their carriers to 
improve cellular infrastructure. As a result, public safety and other municipal operations are 
running more efficiently and residents benefit from improved connectivity. 

 In the first meeting with our carrier, we received a service discount worth thousands  
 of dollars a year.    

      –Kevin Capp, Castle Rock CTO 


